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ABSTRACT
Numerical
design,

simulation

plays

an important

analysis and fabrication

In this work,

role

voltage characteristics

the

of semiconductor devices.

a computer program is developed

one-dimensional steady-state

in

to obtain a

constant temperature

of diodes

and bipolar

current-

transistors

fabricated from materials having position dependent material
properties such as band-gap, electron affinity, permittivity
and the density of states functions.
The

general formulation

of the

problem

unambiguous choice of reference potential.

allows for

an

The modular form

of the program allows for the choice of appropriate recombi
nation

processes for

structure.

each

of the

The program can adjust

cally during the calculations.
problem significantly
program to
voltages.

a wider

materials

used in

the

the step sizes automati

This reduces the convergence

and increases the application
variety of

device structures

of the
and bias

The automatic step selection process was found to

take up an excessive amount of the computer CPU time. Hence,
an alternate step
retains

many of

selection process was also
the

benefits of

the

employed that

variable step

size

selection but requires considerably less CPU time.
A

finite-difference method

through

quasi-linearization

technique is employed to numerically solve the three secondorder non-linear

partial differential

x

equations describing

the behavior of semiconductor devices.
can handle a

The computer program

large variation in the device size

restrictions in the

impurity doping profile other

and has no
than the

Boltzmann approximation. The program is applied to a variety
of homo and heterostructure

diodes and bipolar transistors.

The individual electron and hole
puted with position in the
ties and potentials.

current densities are com

device along with carrier densi

Structures with abrupt and graded het

erostructure interfaces are considered. The results obtained
from this program compare well with those of others reported
in the literature.

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Need for a Model
Device modeling is

the process of developing

predict the actual behavior of

a model to

a device theoretically.

An

accurate model should predict the changes in the device tei—
minal characteristics due to changes in the device geometri
cal and fabrication parameters.
error approach that

This

reduces the trial and

would have been otherwise

necessary in

the laboratory.
The need for

device modeling is becoming

more important

in today's technology where modern epitaxial techniques like
molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE)

vapor deposition (MOCVD)
complex

device structures

and

metallo-organic chemical

offer the possibility of realizing
including new

heterostructures.

The behavior of these heterostructures having a wide variety
of geometrical and layer configurations
porary interest.

Therefore, it is necessary to have a com

puter package which can be
behavior of the

is of great contem

helpful in predicting electrical

devices as a function of

external parameter

both internal and

changes before the devices

are actually

built.
In numerical device modeling,
semiconductor devices

a

system of equations for

are solved numerically.
1

These basic

equations

for semiconductor

device

operation include

the

Poisson equation, the continuity equations for electrons and
holes,

and

densities.

the expressions for

electron and

Assuming steady-state one-dimension conditions,

one can obtain

a set of three

ferential equations

second-order non-linear dif

that can be

solved iteratively

boundary conditions are specified.
solution is

hole current

made possible

if the

The complete numerical

by to-day's

high speed

digital

computers with proper choice of numerical techniques.
Currently,

the

transistor is in
the transistor

most-popular application of

the bipolar

large scale integrated circuits.
models developed in

characterized by

the earlier

analytic approaches in which

Most of
times were

the original

differential equations were solved under certain simplifying
assumptions such as the
carrier injection,
base region,

uniform impurity

etc.

more accurate

depletion approximation,

Numerical

solutions as

low-level

doping profile for the

modeling approach arrives at

it does

not make

some of

the

above approximations.
In this work

an attempt is made to

steady-state terminal
heterojunction

behavior of a

bipolar transistor

formulate a complete
simple one-dimensional

at

a fixed

temperature

through solution of the fundamental device equations.

3
1.2

Importance of Heterostructure Bipolar Transistors
Semiconductor structures and

pendent

composition

interest in device
one or

recently

have

applications.

more interfaces resulting

different materials.

been

of

considerable

Heterostructures involve
from contact

between two

In abrupt heterostructures, disconti

nuities can exist in the
edges.

materials with position-de

conduction and/or the valence band

These energy discontinuities which stem from assumed

abrupt changes in the semiconductor energy-gap and the elec
tron affinity
that affect
tion.

at the interface,
the flow of

create

potential barriers

current carriers across

the junc

The heterostructures have many interesting electrical

properties

when compared

to

device structures

fabricated

from a single material.
Heterojunctions formed

between different

materials,

in

general, may have different lattice parameters and a perfect
match of lattice constants is

not always possible.

There

fore, defects mainly in the form of interfacial dislocations
may be present at a heterojunction interface.
states due to
an important
they cause

dangling bonds in a
role in electrical

band bending at

The interface

heterostructure may play
behavior of the

the interface and

device as

may increase

recombination of minority carriers at the interface.
eral ,

In gen

only semiconductors that match in lattice constant by

better than 1 percent are considered to have reduced adverse

effects of
this

the interface states

work,

it

is

on the junction

assumed that

the

[1].

interface is

In

formed

between semiconductors with a good lattice match,

e.g.

GaAs,

interface

and

hence the effect

of lattice

strain,

Ge-

states and dipoles are ignored.
Various advantages are offered by a heterostructure bipo
lar

transistor (HBT)

Kroemer [2],

as pointed

Milnes and Feucht

out by

[1].

used for

as

Some of the important

advantages are briefly reexamined here.
transistors are

authors such

In general, bipolar

amplification and

switching pui

poses. In both applications, it is desirable to have a tran
sistor with a fast response.

In case of amplification,

high emitter injection efficiency
injection efficiency (;?)

of an

is desired.

a

The emitter

n-p-n transistor is defined

as
n - J n/(Jn + JP )
where J„ is

(1.1)

the portion of the emitter

to injection of carriers from the
(Jn + J P )

current density due

emitter to the base while

is the total emitter current density.

tion efficiency

can be

improved if

The injec

injection of

from the base to the emitter is reduced.

carriers

Therefore for high

injection efficiency it is desirable

that base of the tran

sistor be lightly doped with respect

to the doping level of

the emitter.
increases the

But this reduction of doping level in the base
base resistance which

increases the

RC time

constant, and also

causes reach -through of

the base deple

tion region from the collector to the emitter at lower basecollector voltages. The problem of lightly doped base can be
solved by using heterojunctions.
The high

frequency performance of a

with a uniform

junction transistor

base region is limited by the

minority carriers can
increase the high

diffuse across the base

frequency cutoff,

1)

non-uniformly to produce a built-in

base

rate at which
region.

To

can be doped

field in the base which

aids minority carrier flow by

decreasing their mean transit

time on way to the collector,

or

2)

base can be made nai

rower to decrease this transit time and again the later will
decrease the reach-through voltage.
Some of the
instance,

above problems can be

if wide-gap emitter

greatly reduced,

for

heterojunction bipolar tran

sistor is used instead of a homojunction bipolar transistor.
The main

reason for

using wide-gap

emitter heterojunction

transistor is that the doping density in the base region can
be made

much higher than

transistor without

that of

decreasing the

the emitter region
emitter injection

of a
effi

ciency .
In homojunctions which
material,

are junctions formed in

a single

there exist potential barriers of the same magni

tude for electrons
the valence band.

in the conduction band and

for holes in

Therefore, under forward bias conditions,

both carriers will experience an equal reduction in the bai—
rier magnitude.

But in

these barriers are

heterostructures,

the

different due to differences

height of
in energy-

gaps and electron affinities of the semiconductors.
cases are

presented in

The symbols

Figures 1.1

used in this figure

along with all other symbols.
junction
1.1b),
Va.

is shown

at

and 1.2

The two

respectively.

are defined in

Appendix A

In Figure 1.1a), an n-p homo

thermal

equilibrium and

in

Figure

the same junction is shown with a small forward bias
Similar situation for an

shown in Figure

One of the

major differences between

these two figures is the presence

of a large barrier in the

valence band
t.2b)

1.2.

n-p abrupt heterojunction is

for the

heterojunction case

which reduces the injection

to the n-side.
The exciting
transistor

an

feature of
is the

n-p-n

Kroemer [2] as
of an n-p-n

of holes from the p-side

a wide-gap

improved

emitter heterojunction

injection

efficiency of

the expression for the

is

estimated

For homostructures

the Kroemer factor equals to 1.

heterojunction with

a factor

E gZ are energy-gaps of

and the base respectively.

where E g i-Eg z=0,

by

injection efficiency

homojunction transistor multiplied by
where E g i and

this

The injection efficiency

heterojunction transistor

of e x p [ (Egj-Eg 2)/kT],
the emitter

Figure

Therefore, p-side can now be heavily doped.

transistor with high base doping.
for

shown in

Eg i-Eg2=0.2 the Kroemer factor

temperature (kT = 0.026) is about 2000.

But for a
at room

n-type

p-type

p-type

n-type

----------------------- E f n-----------1
------- Ef j

E

Ev
(a)

Cb)

Figure 1.1 - A homojunction at (a) thermal equilibrium,
Cb) under forward bias.

p-type

n-type

n-type

p-type

9Z
*f n

<jva |
E fp

E
(a)
Figure 1.2

Cb)

A heterojunction at (a) thermal equilibrium,
Cb) under small forward bias.

Double heterostructure

transistors (DHT)

with wide-gap

collector also appear to have some advantages [3]. The first
advantage

is a

reduction in

the reverse-biased

saturation current if the collector
had a

lower impurity

base into

region at the same time

concentration than

The second advantage

the base

is suppression of hole

collector in digital switching

saturation conditions.

The wide-gap

lightly doped compared

collector

region.

injection from

transistors under

collector should

to the doping in the base

be

to give a

low collector capacitance and the base can be now doped more
heavily to provide lower base resistance.
tage

is emitter/collector

give the possibility

The third advan

interchangeability.

This

of designing transistors in

role of emitter and collector

will

which the

can be interchanged by simply

changing the biasing conditions [3].

1.3

Literature Review

The

work

on

device modeling

has

gained

considerable

attention from designers and research engineers for the past
twenty-five years.
transistors,
experimental,

a fair

amount of work,

has been

structure and band
number

Since invention of junction

predict

theoretical and
and exploit

diagram of heterojunctions.

of publications

niques to

done to

both

on application

semiconductor devices,

Of

of numerical

only the

related to this work are reviewed here.

diodes and

the

a large
tech

important ones

9

In 1949,

it was Shockley

who introduced the theoretical

fundation for junction diodes and

transistors.

But it was

not until late 50's that the first interest in semiconductor
heterojunctions became evident.
this interest may

The

events that increased

be attributed to Kroemer [2]

who in 1957

elaborated the potential usefulness of a wide band-gap emit
ter heterostructure
and to Ruth et.al.
area

transistor first mentioned

by Shockley

[4] who described a method to grow large

epitaxial layers

of

germanium

on gallium

arsenide.

Following this early work, the electrical characteristics of
p-n,

n-n and p-p heterojunctions,

in which the transition

from one material to the other was abrupt, were investigated
by Anderson [5].
the

In 1966 Riben and Feucht [6] investigated

current transport

their measurements

of an

nGe-pGaAs heterojunction

indicated that the basic

for abrupt heterojunctions was

valid.

and

Anderson model

Then Zeidenbergs and

Anderson [7] in 1967 fabricated a heterojunction by deposit
ing Si epitaxially onto GaP substrate and observed its elec
trical and electro—optical

chracteristics.

Their observa

tions were consistent with abrupt heterojunction theory with
the conduction band edge being
face.

Also,

mechanism of

they

determined that tunneling was

current flow in their

Other models which
and tunneling

continuous across the intei

abrupt heterojunctions.

include the effects of

have been

Purohit [8] respectively.

given by

the major

interface states

Milnes [l],

Sharma and

10

But until early

70's,

no technology existed

heterostructure transistor conveniently.
nologies

like molecular

chemical

vapor deposition

beam

In mid-70's, tech

epitaxy and

emerged

and

to build a

metallo-organic

offered means

for

fabricating promising advanced heterostructures.
A method for steady-state

one-dimension numerical calcu

lations for a bipolar transistor was published by Gummel
in 1964.

This seems

method has

to be an

been adopted

important approach

by several

authors for

[9]

and his
computei—

aided transistor design problems.
In 1970,

Graham [10]

used quasi-linearization technique

for solving semiconductor device equations.
and Hauser for

the first time applied

heterojunctions for

Then Sutherland

numerical methods to

analyzing solar cells [11].

In their

work, numerical techniques suggested by Graham [10] was used
with assumption of uniform doping for the structure.
in 1979 Marty et.al.

used

Later,

similar formulations to investi

gate the effect of conduction band

spike on the behavior of

an NPN GaAlAs/GaAs heterojunction

transistor [12].

In 1982

Asbeck et.al. applied numerical methods to GaAs/GaAlAs hete
rojunction bipolar
quency of

transistors and

100 GHz by

region [13].

W.

L.

incorporating a graded
Engl et.al.

progress in device modeling with
eling approaches and

obtained a

cutoff fre
band-gap base

[14] in 1983 reviewed the
emphasis on numerical mod

they made some remarks

concerning the

relations between finite-difference and finite-element meth
ods.
Recently, heavily doped semiconductors which results in a
spatialy non-uniform band-gap have been studied by Lundstrom
and Schuelke
that is

[15]. In their work, a formulation is presented

an unified method

for modeling both

heavily doped

silicon and heterostructure devices. Doping level is consid
ered to be

uniform in semiconductors and

the recombination

t

mechanism assumed is due

to the Shockley-Read-Hall recombi

nation .

1.4

Proposed Work
The main goal of this research project is the development

of an accurate numerical model
form of the fundamental
semiconductor devices

for solution of the modified

device equations for heterojunction
in one-dimension

case under constant temperature

for a

conditions.

steady-state
The solutions

to the basic device equations are sought here.
The computer program, developed in this work,

is written

r

in FORTRAN and can be run

on IBM 370 mainframe machine.

is

homojunction

applied

structures up

to different
to a

certain number of

and

heterojunction

layers and

current-voltage characteristics are obtained.

It

their DC

12

In this work,

two different

methods are used for calcu

lating non-uniform spatial step distribution used in discre
tization.

The

first method

which is

adjusts the step sizes automatically
culations,
time.

a general

approach

during the device cal

but it requires a significant amount of computer

In order to avoid

this problem,

a second relatively

simple method is also applied and is shown to work well with
considerable saving

in the computation

variables

chosen

which is

for

algorithm allows calculation of

time.

The

formulating the

set of

numerical

the steady-state transistor

properties under arbitrary bias conditions. Complete freedom
is available as

regards the doping profile

and the desired

recombination mechanism for the material can be specified.
In graded junctions,
the

other takes

the transition from one material to

place over

interatomic distances.
graded hetrojunction

a distance

large compared

to

Therefore the results of abrupt and
structures are also

considered.

The

electrical behavior of homojunction

transistors and hetero

junction transistors are compared.

In this work, only mod

erate doping levels are considered due

to the use of Boltz

mann statistics for calculating carrier concentrations.

An

attempt is made to calculate and plot current density versus
distance across the device by taking derivatives of the qua
si-Fermi potentials for electrons and holes.
of integral

formulations for calculating

are also presented.

Modified forms

current densities

In this work,

detailed expressions are derived

diode and n-p-n transistor structures.
responding to a

for n-p

The expressions coi—

p-n-p transistor structure can

be obtained

by completely analogous considerations.
The program starts with an initial guess corresponding to
the solution of the three main variables at thermal equilib
rium for the device structure. The final solution is arrived
at

by increasing

using the final

the bias

value in

incremental steps

solution of the previous bias

new initial guess.

For each bias

by

point as the

step a proper solution is

sought till a prespecified convergence limit is reached.
Some

programs

to

carry

out

similar

work

have

been

reported in literature, but they are generally not available
for public
their

use.

Moreover,

detail formulation

there were
that needed

questions regarding
to

be examined

and

explored. The impetus of this work lies in developing a gen
eral

purpose program

that

is

clearly formulated

and

is

accessible.
The equations for device analysis are formulated in Chap
ter 2.

The boundary conditions and the quasi-linearization

technique along

with the formulation

discussed.

approach to

selection of

The

the spatial step

for current

the program

are also

analysis and

distribution in

the

addition to

the discussions about the analysis program are also provided
in this chapter.

The program
structures in
work along
vided .

is applied to
Chapter 3.

a number of

In Chapter

with recommendations

different device

4 the summary

for future

work are

of the
pro

CHAPTER 2
APPROACH FOR COMPUTER ANALYSIS

2.1

Introduction
This chapter consists of a brief review of semiconductor—

device physics which provides the basic-device equations for
computer analysis
operation in

of semiconductor

a homojunction

junctions.

is described

The

device

by electron

and

hole currents (both drift and diffusion terms are included),
the continuity

equations involving

the generation

and the

recombination terms, position dependent doping, and position
dependent mobilities and lifetimes.
ductor devices with position

For analyzing semicon

dependent parameters,

certain

modifications of the basic homojunction device equations are
required.

The additional position dependent parameters for

heterojunction device analysis are material band-gap,
tron affinity,
functions.

dielectric constant,

and density

elec

of state

After including the above factors, three second-

order non-linear differential equations are obtained.
equations must

be solved numerically.

In this

These

work,

the

numerical calculations are carried out by means of a finitedifference method through the quasi-linearization technique.
Then

a numerical

solution is

proper boundary conditions.

sought

upon application

of
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The

symbols used

in this

dissertation

are defined

in

Appendix A.

2.2

Choice of Reference for Potential
In case of a structure fabricated from a single material,

the reference level for electrostatic potential can be taken
as the

near mid-gap energy value

intrinsic level.
tion of

The intrinsic

the Fermi

respect to

E4 ,

level in

But

intrinsic level [16] depends on

called the

level represents the loca

a pure

the band edges.

usually

undoped material

the energy value

with

of this

material parameters as well

as the electrostatic potential. Hence, unlike the homostruc
ture case,
for the

it can not be used in general as reference level

electrostatic potential in materials

dependent parameters.
energy band diagram
parameters.

In

level for energy,
are

the

edges of

respectively.

with position

Figure 2.1 shows a general electronfor a material with

this figure,
Ei is the
the

position dependent

E 0 represents

the reference

local vacuum level,

conduction

Electron affinity x

and the

E c and E v

valence

bands

is the energy difference

between the local vacuum level and the conduction band edge.
The spatial variation of electrostatic potential is given by
the local vacuum level Ei.

The electrostatic potential $ is

defined as

= - ( E , - E0 ) / q .

( 2. 1 )

Electron

Energy

17

Position (x)
Figure 2.1 - Electron-energy band diagram for a material
with position dependent parameters.
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The choice of the reference energy E 0

depends

on

conveni

ence .

2.3

Basic Equations for a Single Material System
The basic equations

which are used to

analyze homojunc

tion devices can be stated as follows:
•

Transport equations

for electrons

and holes

with drift

and diffusion terms present
3 n = qDnVn - q#innv</

(2 .2 )

3 P = - q D PV p - q/ippV^

(2 .3 )

where electric field E is given by
E = -Vv5.

•

Continuity equations

(2.4)

for electrons

and

holes which are

independent of the material system are given by
3n/3t = (1/q)V-3n+ G n - U n

(2.5)

8 p / a t = - ( J / q ) v 3 p + GP - Up

(2.6)

where G

is the external

generation rate

and U is

the net

thermal recombination rate.
•

Poisson's equation which relates the space-charge density
to the electrostatic potential
v(vtf) « (—q/e)(N + p - n)

(2.7)
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where

(2 .8 )

N = N$ - N;
which for 100 percent ionization reduces to

N = Nd - N,.

N

will be positive for an n-type material and will be negative
for a p-type material.
•

Auxiliary equations
1) Recombination term:
In

general,

holes may

generation-recombination of

take place

either directly

electrons

or

without involving

a

third particle such as a phonon or it may proceed indirectly
involving a phonon.
ence [17].
for

briefly discussed in refei—

The direct generation-recombination is important

semiconductors

direct

These are

whose specific

transitions like

GaAs.

band
For

structure

such materials

allows
with

direct energy-gap the dominant recombination process is band
to band radiative and is given by
U = 9 th

(pn - D i z ) /

(2.9)

(niz )

Shockley-Read-Hall mechanism involving recombination cen
ters is the appropriate one for semiconductors with indirect
band structure

such as

germanium and

silicon.

For

this

case, the net recombination rate U is given by
U =

where

( p n - n i 2 ) / [ r n 0 ( p + p o ) + T p 0 ( n + n 0 )]

(2 .10)
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T n O =

l / ( (Jn V t

h N t )

Tpo= 1/(crPV thNt>

(2 .12)

n 0 = N cexp[(Et - E c )/(kT)], and

(2.13)

p 0 = N vexp[(E„ - E t)/(kT)]

(2.14)

Here,

N t is the concentration

n 0 and p 0

of recombination centers and

are the concentration of electrons

and the holes

in the conduction and the valence band respectively were the
Fermi level located at E t.
levels are

assumed to

In this work, the recombination

be located

energy-gap where E t = Hi for
most efficient for

near the

center of

the

convenience since they are the

recombination.

Therefore n 0 =

po = IU.

However, any appropriate level may be chosen in general.
Equations (2.15) and (2.16) give the general carrier rec
ombination terms for holes and electrons respectively
U = Ap / Tp

(2.15)

U = An /

(2.16)

where

tp

rn

and rn are carrier lifetimes.

2) Electron and hole densities:
Equations (2.17)

and (2.18)

show

the electron and hole

densities with Boltzmann approximation
n = N cexp[(Efn - E c )/(kT>]

(2.17)

21
p = N ve x p [(Ev ~ E fP)/(kT)].
In this

work,

a

(2.18)

one-dimensional steady-state

approach is

considered, therefore Equations (2.2),(2.3),(2.5),(2.6), and
(2.7) can be written as
Jn = qDn (dn/dx) - q/jtnn (d^/dx)

(2.19)

J p =-qDP (dp/dx) - q/upp(d^/dx)

(2.20)

U n = (1/q)(dJn/dx) + G n

(2.21)

Up = - ( 1/q)(dJp/dx) + G P

(2.22)

d 2 <//dxz = (-q/e)<N

(2.23)

Equations (2.19)
equations

+ P - n).

through (2.23)

of semiconductors

are

the five basic device

where the

symbols have

their

customary meaning and are defined in Appendix A.

2.4

Equations for a Position-Dependent Material System
As mentioned in Section 2.1 modifications of homojunction

equations are
materials.

required to

allow for

Also in Section 2.2

level for energy was discussed.

composition dependent

the choice for a reference
With this in mind the modi

fied device equations are obtained below.
Referring to Figure 2.1,

the conduction and valence band

edge energy can be written as
E c = E 0 - qtf - x

(2.24)

22
E v = E 0 - q<^ _ x ~ Eg.

(2.25)

It should be kept in mind that

the parameters x and Eg ,

general, are functions of position.

However,

in

the explicit

dependency on position is not shown in the above expressions
for brevity.
equations for

Equations (2.24) and (2.25) are substituted in
electrons and

holes namely

Equations (2.17)

and (2.18) to give
n = N cexp[(Efn - E 0 + q^ + x)/(kT)]

(2.26)

p = Nvexp[(E 0 - q^ - x ~ Eg - E tp)/(kT)].

(2.27)

Note that N c and N v will,
position.

in general,

By defining quasi-Fermi

also be functions of

potentials

<1>n and

^P

respectively for electrons and holes as
=

-<Efn - E 0)/q

(2.28)

4>P =

-(E|P - E 0)/q

(2.29)

and

one can

Now,

rewrite Equations (2.26) and (2.27) as

n =

exp{ (-q/kT) [^n -

- (x/q) ~ (kT/q)lnNc ]}

p =

e x p {(q/kT)[^p-^-(x+Eg)/q+(kT/q)lnNv]J .

(2.30)
(2.31)

if one defines material dependent parameters B n and B P

for electrons and holes respectively as
Bn =

X/q + (kTXq)lnNc

(2.32)

23
B P = -(x + E g )/q + CkT/q)lnNv

(2.33)

then Equations (2.30) and (2.31) can be written as
n = exp[ (q/kT) (tf - <j>n + B n ) ]

(2.34)

p = e x p [ (q/kT)(<^P - ^ + B p)].

(2.35)

Now the five basic device equations appropriate for

the het

erostructure case will be explicitly written.
•

Equation for Electron Current Density
In general,

the equation for electron currentdensity in

one-dimensional form for no variation

in temperature can be

written as [18]
J n = npn (dEfn/dx)

(2.36)

where E fn from Equation (2.28) is
H<n = Eo —

■

(2.37)

If Equation (2.37) is substituted in Equation (2.36)
J n = n(Un[d(E0 - q^n^/dx]

(2.38)
I

and because Eo the reference

energy level is independent of

position, then
J n = -qnjun (d^n/dx) .

(2.39)
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For a homogeneous material
(2.19)

as can be seen

Equation (2.39)

yields Equation

from direct substitution of Equation

(2.34) in Equation (2.39).
•

Equation for Hole Current Density
In a similar

way,

equation for hole

current density in

one-dimension for no variation in temperature can be written
as
Jp = p*ip<dEf p/dx)

(2.40)

where E*p from Equation (2.29) is
E,P = E 0 - q*p .
If Equation (2.41)
considering that

(2.41)
is substituted in Equation

the reference energy level

(2.40)

and

is independent

of position, one obtains
Jp = -qpit*p (d/P/ d x ).
Again for

(2.42)

homogeneous materials,

Equation (2.42)

yields

Equation (2.20) by direct substitution of Equation (2.35) in
Equation (2.42).
•

Continuity Equations
Continuity

equations

for

electrons

and

holes

remain

unchanged for the reason that they are bookkeeping relations
and are independent of the material

system.

If there is no

25
external excitation (
tions (2 .5 )

and (2 .6 )

G n = G p = 0 ),

the continuity equa

in steady-state and in one-dimension

can be written as
U = (1/q)(dJn/dx)

(2.43)

U = - ( 1/q)(dJp/dx)

(2.44)

where U = U n = U p is used andno individual electron or hole
traps are assumed to bepresent.
•

Poisson’s Equation
Poisson's equation

for position dependent

materials can

be derived from Gauss's law
v*D = p

(2.45)

where

B = eE.

(2.46)

Here,
e =

6

re 0

(2.47)

gives the dielectric permittivity value and is assumed to be
isotropic for

semiconductors having cubic symmetry

such as

Si and GaAs. Now,
v - (eE)

= p

(2.48)

on substitution yields
e v z4 + ve-v^ = -p

(2.49)
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where
p - qCNS - Ni + p - n).

(2.50)

In one-dimension Equation (2.49) can be written as
d z<//dxz = -(q/€) (NS-N;+p-n) - (1/e) (dtf/dx) (de/dx). (2.51)
In a homogeneous material, Equation (2.51)

reduces to Equa

tion (2.23)

2.5

Boundary Conditions
In this section, the proper boundary conditions for solu

tion of equations of Section 2.4 for a diode and for a tran
sistor are discussed.
at the

Boundary conditions are applied only

points representing contacts

and the anode of a diode or
the

collector ohmic

namely at

at the emitter,

stage, an n-p diode or an n-p-n transistor is assumed.

How

to p-n-p

transistor.

and
this

application

a

the base,
At

ever,

contacts of

the cathode

transistor can

be made

in an

analogous manner without any difficulty.
2.5.1

Boundary Conditions for Diodes

Figure 2.2

depicts an

n-p junction

condition with end points at x=0

and x=L.

quasi-Fermi potentials for electrons
static

potential for

under forward

this junction.

bias

Figure 2.3 shows

and holes and electro
Ohmic contacts

are

assumed at end points of this junction. Then from Figure 2.2
one can write
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Vci
*+■ —

Vj
— + •■

n-type

Vc2

—

— 4- *— *“

p-type

Figure 2.2 - An n-p junction under forward bias.

Potential

28

V?

Distance
Figure 2.3 - Quasi-Fermi potentials and electrostatic
potential for the junction in Figure 2.2.

fdi-.
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V a + Vei + Vj + Vcz = o
where Vj

is defined

structure.

For

(2.52)

as potential

across the

ideal ohmic contacts,

across contacts is

the

entire diode
potential drop

independent of current and

depends only

on the materials used to make the device, hence
V cl = V°!

(2.53)

V c 2 = Viz

(2.54)

and

where the

superscript

condition values.

0

represents the

thermal equilibrium

Then Equation (2.52) is written as

Vj = VS - V a

(2.55)

where
-VS = VSi + V g i .

(2.56)

At ohmic contacts, the excess carrier densities vanish and
E<n (0) = E,P (0)

or

*n (0) = tfp(0)

(2.57)
I

and
E fn(L) = E fp (L)

or

^n (L) = ,ip(L)

(2.58)

and
E,n (0) - E #n(L) = qV.
and

(2.59)

30
Vj & <M 0 ) - <J(L) .
Since the electrostatic
constant of choice,
\jto at x=L.

(2.60)
potential is arbitrary to

within a

in this work it is taken to be equal to

Clearly, the choice of

indirectly defines the

value of the choice of the reference energy level E 0 through
Equation (2.1).

In order

to calculate

potential at x = 0 , Equation (2.34)

the electrostatic

is solved for 4n and sub

stituted in Equation (2.39) to give
J n = -qn^n [di//dx + dBn/dx - V t (dln(n)/dx)]

(2.61)

where V t = kT/q.
At thermal equilibrium Jn = 0 , therefore
(di^°/dx)+ (dBn/dx) - Vt[din(n°)/dx]= 0.

(2.62)

Integration of Equation (2.62) from point 0 up to L yields
(L )-<J>° (0) = -[Bn (L)-Bn (0)]+Vtln[n°(L)/n°(0)] .

(2.63)

Since,
VJ a ^°( 0 ) - «i°(L)

(2.64)

Equation (2.63) can be written as
VJ = B n (L> - B n (0) + V tln[n°(0)/n°(L)]

(2.65)

where
n ° (0) » N 3 (0)

(2.66)
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and
n°(L) =

ni z <L )/ p 0 (L ) ~ n t 2 (L)/N;(L),

Substituting Equations (2.66) and (2.67)

(2.67)
in Equation (2.65)

gives
VS = -B„(0) - B P (L) + V tln[NS(0)N;(L)]
where Equations (2.32)

and (2.33)

(2.68)

are used in addition to

Equations (2.17) and (2.18) to give
ln(nf) = ln(Nc ) + ln(Nv ) - E g/kT.
Equation (2.68)
above,

the value

is known

for a

junction.

(2.69)
As

of electrostatic potential at

mentioned
point L is

chosen as
tf(L) =
If Equation (2.60)

(2.70)
is substituted

in Equation (2.55),

one

obtains
«M0) - (ML) + Vg - Va =

+ VS - V«.

Solving Equation (2.34) for ^n (0)

(2.71)

will give

*„(0) = <M0) + B n (0) - V 11n [N 5 (0 )]

(2.72)

and at ohmic contacts

(0) = ?!n (0)
^n(L) = ^n (0) + Va

(2.73)
(2.74)

* p <L) = ^n(L).

(2.75)

Therefore Equations (2.70) through (2.75) will give six nec
essary boundary conditions for solving three non-linear sec
ond-order differential equations.
2.5.2

Boundary Conditions for Transistors

For the

case of transistors

ohmic contacts of

the boundary

the emitter and the

conditions at

collector are calcu

lated in a similar way as diodes. For this purpose, an n-p-n
transistor can

be treated an n-p

back to back.

Figure 2.4 shows

forward active region

and a p-n

junction taken

an n-p-n transistor in its

where E-B junction is

and C-B junction is reverse biased.

forward biased

The boundary conditions

at the emitter and the collector ohmic contacts for electro
static potential

and quasi-Fermi

potentials for

electrons

and holes are calculated with respect to a convenient refer—
ence point for potential in
in Figure 2.4,
and

reverse

the base region.

the magnitudes of
applied

voltages at

As indicated

V« and V c are the forward
E-B

and

C-B

junctions

respectively.
The base contact boundary condition is truly a two-dimen
sional device analysis

problem.

for a one-dimensional case,
need to be made.

First,

concentration in the

In order to

include this

certain simplifying assumptions
the equilibrium majority carrier

base is assumed to

be affected little

33

Base

Collector

Potential

Emitter

0

M

Distance (x)

L

Figure 2.4 - An n-p-n transistor biased in the normal active
operating region.
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by the applied biases especially in the mid-base region.
this analysis it is assumed to
base point M

in Figure 2.4.

In

remain unchanged at the mid
This

implies that quasi-Fermi

potential for majority carriers will
its thermal equilibrium value at

have no deviation from

the mid-base point M [19].

Of course, this is not true for the minority carriers in the
base region

as they change

appreciably in response

to the

voltage applied across the emittei— base junction.
The base contact is simulated

by the constraint that the

majority carrier quasi-Fermi potential
the mid-base point during the
the device equations.
will have an

remains unchanged at

iterative process for solving

This constraint at base ohmic contact

affect on the way current

densities for elec

trons and holes are calculated in a transistor.
of

current

calculations

for

diodes

and

The process

transistors

is

explained in Section 2.7.
If the base
mid-base point

is uniformly doped,

for keeping the majority

tial constant will be a good
form doping in the base,
the region that
work,

then the

one.

this

quasi-Fermi poten

In the case of non-uni-

point could be moved towards

has the higher base doping

the mid-base point M has

choice of the

[19].

In this

been chosen as the electro

static potential reference and as the point where the majoi—
ity quasi-Fermi
value.

potential remains

tied to

its equilibrium

At very high current densities this choice may cause

significant error.
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It is to be kept in

mind that a one-dimensional analysis

is used throughout this work.
structure

is not

detailed physical
tors.

However,

In general, a one-dimensional

always accurate

enough to

behavior of carriers in
it provides the

are useful for many cases.

show all

the

bipolar transis

first order results which

The memory size and computation

time for a two-dimensional structure will be larger than the
one-dimensional case
Also,

hot carrier

region is not
tain

and is not

pursued in the

work here.

or ballistic transport through

considered in this work even

heterostructures that

may be

the base

though for cej—

the dominant

transport

mechanism.

2.6

Quasi-linearization Technique
In this section, the basic device equations are rewritten

in suitable form for machine computation.
set of

second-order non-linear

position dependent

differential equations

parameters were obtained.

equations namely Equations (2.43),
solved numerically

by applying

discussed in Section 2.5.

(2.44),

by setting all derivatives
The choice

Now,

be

are

conditions

Solution of equations for homoge
of course,

be obtained

of position dependent parameters

of three

independent variables

solving the basic equations depends on convenience.
sible set can

for
these

and (2.51)

proper boundary

neous materials of Section 2.3 can,

to zero.

In Section 2.4, a

electrostatic potential and

for

A pos

the electron
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and the hole concentrations.

In this work, the set of inde

pendent variables are chosen to
tial

and the

electrons and

be the electrostatic poten

quasi-Fermi potentials
the holes.

and

The approach

for

taken here

is in

principle similar to the one taken by Sutherland [20].
choice for the
will

above set of variables is

be comparable

having

the

the

The

that their values

same order

of

magnitude.

These three independent variables are related to the concen
trations of electrons and holes through Equations (2.34) and
(2.35).

All the

normalized by

variables in the following

the factors which are

shown in Table

give a set

of dimensionless quantities for

analysis.

The normalization factors

Sutherland [20].

equations are
2.1 to

simplifying the

chosen here are after

The following equation is used for normal

izing the variables
Normalized value = Actual value / Normalization factor
All the

parameters in Table

2.1 have their

usual meanings

and they are also defined in Appendix A. The parameters with
subscript k

in Table

2.1 are taken

from material

that is

located at the highest value of x in the device structure.
The

three independent

normalization are

variables

governed by a

mentioned above

set of

after

three second-order

non-linear differential equations as follows
d zj£/dx* = (-1/6.) [N + exp(iP - ± + R P )~
exp(j£ - i.n + Rn )] - (1/6) (d.e/dx) (d^/dx)

(2.76)
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Table 2.1 Normalization table

Parameters

Description

Normalization
Factor is

electrostatic potential

V t=kT/q

quasi-Fermi potentials

Vt

v.

applied voltage

Vt

€

permittivity of the material € k

4
•

fl.

-6-

C

"6-

carrier densities

n ik

N,NdlN.

impurity concentrations

nik

N c .Nv

effective density of states

n ik

X

electron affinity

kT

Eg

band-gap

kT

D n iDp

carrier diffusion constants

D 0= 1 cm 2/s

X

position

Ld k='/£ kV t/'9 n ik

»*n0fpo

Tn » , rno >t po lifetimes

Ldi/Do

E

electric field

Vt/Ldk

Un.Up

recombination rates

Do*ni k/Ld 6

th

thermal equilibrium

Do*Hik/Ldf

9

generation rate
Mn.Mp

carrier mobilities

Do/Vt

J i‘Jn i*Jp

current densities

—q *D o *n i

is

i

Subscript k after a parameter denotes the value for th*
material located at the highest value of x.
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(dyn/dx) ]/dx

(2.77)

U = +d[exp(yp - y + Rp)^ip (dyP/dx) ]/dx

(2.78)

U = -d[exp(y - y n +

R n

> i i n

where normalized form of Rn and R P are given by
x + ln(Nc )

(2.79)

R P = ~x ~ Eg + ln(Nw).

(2.80)

Rn =

The underscore _ in Equations (2.76) through (2.80)
the normalized value of that parameter.
are obtained by using Equations (2.34),
(2.42)

in Equations (2.51),

denotes

The above equations
(2.35),

(2.43) and (2.44)

(2.39)

and

and upon uti

lizing the normalization factors given in Table 2.1.
Recombination term

U in Equations

(2.77)

and

(2.78)

for

Shockley-Read-Hall mechanism is given by
U = [exp(yp - £ n + Rp + En) “ exp(RP + R n )]/
{ino [exp(i.p - y + Rp ) + £ 0]+
Tp 0 [exp(y - in + Rn)

+ Ho]}

(2.81)

and for direct radiative recombination is given by
U = 3th [exp(yP - y n ) - 1],

(2.82)

In general, the recombination rates are given by
U = [exp(yP - y + R P ) - pS ] / ip

(2.83)

u = [exp(y - y„ + R n ) - n! ] / rn

(2.84)

which are the normalized form of Equations (2.15) and (2.16)
for holes and electrons respectively.
sions the underscore will be
tion.

In subsequent discus

droped for simplicity of nota

The final results obtained

will be converted back to

the actual values.
There are basically two different methods which have been
used in modeling of semiconductor devices for discretization
of variables.

They are finite-element and finite-difference

methods. The later has been used widely for bipolar semicon
ductor
local

devices.

The

approximation

finite-element method

finite-difference
of

a differential

the choice for discretization method
In the case

methods will

the

shape functions

[21].

Basically,

depends on the problem

of a one-dimensional

give similar

and

a

the device into a finite num

triangular or prismatic elements

in hand.

operator

uses a collection of

to divide the space domain of
ber of

method applies

problem,

numerical accuracy

both

[14] but

if

finite-difference method is applied, coding of computer pro
gram will be

easier.

In the case of

two- or three-dimen

sional problem finite-element method is preferred because it
is able to handle unusual geometry and non-uniform meshes in
a straight
long and

forward fashion.

But

complicated process of

its main

coding in addition

need for significant computer resources.
numerical calculations have
difference

method through

disadvantage is

been done

to the

In this work, the
by means

quasi-linearization

of finitetechniques.

The approach is similar to the one taken by Graham [10].
this technique,

a set of non-linear equations are presented

as a series of linear
ously

with a

In

set

equations which are solved simultane

of forced

boundary

conditions until

a

proper convergence is obtained.
First step in quasi-linearization
zation
points.

of the

technique is discreti

relevant quantities

at a

This discretization process is

uniform step distribution through the

finite number

of

obtained for a nondevice.

This can be

done by neglecting second and higher order terms in the Tay
lor series

expansion of the

non-linear terms in

the three

fundamental variables namely the electrostatic potential and
the two quasi-Fermi potentials.
To continue with the formulations,

Equations (2.77)

and

(2.78) are solved for second derivative of 4 n and 4p respec
tively.
d 2 ^n/d x z = -(d*n/ d x ) [(dtf/dx) - (dtfn/dx) + (dR„/dx)]
- ( 1/>n ) (d*lnA3x) (d^n/dx)

- (V/fin) [exp(4n - <4 - R n )]
d 2^ p/ d x z = - ( d ^ p / d x ) [(dtfp/dx) -

(dtf/dx) +

(2.85)
(dRP/dx)]

( 1/^ p ) (d|ip/dx) (d^p/dx)

+ (U/>p )[exp(^ ~4? - R P)].
Where in Equations (2.85)

and (2.86),

(2.86)

recombination term U

can be replaced by any of the suitable recombination process
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appropriate for the physical

situation.

Equations (2.81),

(2,83) and (2.84) represent the processes to be used in this
work here.

Now to simplify the analysis, Equations (2.76),

(2.85) and (2.86) are written as
d 2 «//dxz = K t ((^, ^n , *p , </')

(2.87)

d z*n/dxz = Kz (i/, <fn , tfP ,
d z^P/dxz = K 3 W ,

4-k)

tn ,

(2 .8

, *p).

)

(2.89)

where the right hand sides of Equations (2.76),
(2.86)

8

(2.85),

and

arereplaced by functions K i , K z ,and K 3 . Here the

superscript ' after a variable refers to
tive with

respect to x.

Applying

techniques to Equations (2.87),

d z i^i + j / d x

2

=

K i | i

+

O K z /

3* )

itsfirst

the quasi-linearization

(2.88), and (2.89) will give

I i (t f i + i

+ l—

^ n

</>i)

-

+

( 3 K i / 3 ^ n ) | i ( ^ n » i

+

O Kj /a^p)|i(^P ,i+i- ^p.i^

1

i )

+ O K i / a f ) Ii (^' i+ 1 - 1^1)

(2.90)

d z^n « i+ i/dxz = K z | j + (3Kz/3^) I i(«^i+ 1 +

( 3 K z / 3 ^ n ) 1 i

deriva

i + l ~

iti)

* n ,

i>

+ (3Kz/3^p)|i(^P ,i+i — ^p»i)
+ (3Kz/ 3 ^ ’) |i(^’i+

1

-

)

+ O K * / ^ ) | i W A >1 + i ~ V'A.i)

(2.91)
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d z^P ,i+ i/dx2 = K*ti + OKg/avi) |*<^ i+ i ~ tfi)
+ O K 3 /3^n ) | i i+i + O K j / 3 ^ ) |iC* P

, 1 +i

i)

- ?«p,i)

+ O K 3 / 3 f ) |i (v«'i+ i -

)

+ (3K 3 /9^p ) |i (?*p » i+ i - ^ , t).
Here the

subscripts i

(i+1)th iteration steps.

and i+1 indicate

(2.92)

the (i)th

and the

If the corrections between itera

tions for each of the above variables are defined as
t

S(Variable)i = (Variable)4+ i - (Variable )

(2.93)

4

Then Equations (2.90) through (2.92) become
d z3i/i//dxz = K,|i - ( d ^ i / d x 2 ) |i
+ (3K,/3^) |i W i

+ O K ^ a ^ ) |i W n . i

+ (3Ki/3^p)|iS^p,i + ( 3 K , / 3 f ) |

(2.94)

d ^ ^ . i / d x 2 = K z |i— (dz^n . i/dxz ) |* + OKz/3^)|iS^i
+

( 3 K 2 / 3 ^ n ) | iSj<n , i

+

( 3 K 2 / 3 ^ p )

| iS?!p . 4

+ O K 2 /3yT ) |iS^J + OKz/B^A) IiS^A. i

(2.95)

d z&^p ,i/dxz = K 3 |i- (dz^p,i/dxz )|i + (3K 3 /3tf)|4 h 4 4
+ (3K3 /3*n)| iS^n , i + O K g / a ^ p ) | t5^P .i
+

Now the

O

K

a / a t f ' ) I

i&tfi +

O K s / a ^ )

above three second-order linear

tions should be solved at each

I | S ^ p ,

i.

(2.96)

differential equa

point across the device with

use of proper boundary conditions at ohmic contacts.

If one assumes trial values for electrostatic potential 4
and quasi-Fermi potentials

and ^P for electrons and holes

then the partial derivatives of
the derivatives of
will be known.

^ ,

functions Kj,KZ and K 3 plus

<^n and ^p with

Therefore,

respect to position

the solution at the first itera

tion step will be generated.

Then these new solutions will

be used to generate the next set of solutions.
will continue until

This process

the solutions converge within

a speci

fied range of accuracy.
The calculation of coefficients

used in quasi-lineariza

tion technique for devices made from uniform material param
eters has been

done by Graham [10].

for non-homogeneous
cess is

materials where the

assumed to be

Sutherland [20].
earization

Similar coefficients
recombination pro

Shockley-Read-Hal1 are

developed by

In this work, coefficients for quasi-lin

technique are

developed

without including

specific formula

for recombination process.

complete freedom

is available for choosing

any

Therefore,

a

any appropriate

recombination processes in semiconductors.
Equations (2.94)
coupled,

through (2.96)

second-order

detailed analysis

form a

linear differential

for solving

such a

set of

three

equations.

set of

The

equations is

given by Graham [10]. A brief look at this solution is given
in

Appendix B

derivatives.

along with

the calculation

of all

partial
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2.7

Current. Density Calculations
In this work,

first an attempt

is made to calculate the

current densities with respect to position by taking deriva
tive of

the quasi-Fermi potentials.

(2.42)

show the relation between

derivatives of the

quasi-Fermi potentials.

available and

Also,

requires specification

at large magnitudes

ages,

this approach may not

affected by

of the applied bias volt

sufficiently large number of

In fact, the derivative is the limit

which may be relatively large.

integration.

by the memory size of

involving the difference of

ation operation

of the

yield a constant total current

value inside the device unless

of the quotient

Unfortunately,

significant amount of computation

time.

grid points are used.

and

densities needs the high

maximum number of grid points allowed
the computer resulting in

(2.39)

current densities and the

this approach for finding current
est precision

Equations

can be

Hence, numerical differenti

delicate in

Numerical

contrast to

integration is

the inaccuracies of

two quantities

not

the function

numerical

significantly
values since

integration is essentially a smoothing process. Therefore, a
second approach involving integral formulations is also used
here for
for

current calculations.

calculating

The

current densities

given by DeMari [22].

integral formulations
of

homostructures

are

Here, these equations are modified to

include the variation of material parameters with position.
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The

continuity equations

namely

Equations (2.43)

and

(2.44) can be written in the normalized form as
dJn/dx =-U

(2.97)

and

(2.98)

dJP/dx = U.
Integration of Equations (2.97) and (2.98) yields:

(2.99)

and

(2 .100)
where K n and K P are

integration constants.

Clearly,

from

Equations (2.99) and (2.100) K n = J n <0) and Kp = JP (0).
obtain these

integration constants.

Equations

(2.34)

To
and

(2.35) are solved for <fn and <^P and substituted in Equations
(2.39) and (2.42) respectively to give
J n (x) = kT*in (dn/dx) - qnju„ (diA/dx) - qn/iB (dBn/dx)

(2.101)

J p (x) =-kT/up (dp/dx) - qpMp (d^/dx) + qp/up (dBp/dx)

(2.102)

The normalized form of Equations (2.101) and (2.102)

can be

written as:
d[ (n)exp(-^-Rn )]/dx = - ( 1/jin )Jn (x)exp(-tf-Rn )

(2.103)

d[(p)exp(+tf-Rp )]/dx = + ( 1 /p p )J P (x)exp(+^-RP)

(2.104)

Then by substituting Equations

(2.99)

and (2 . 1 0 0 )

respec

tively into Equations (2.103) and (2.104) and then integrat
ing along the 'device, one can obtain values of K n and K P as
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K n =[-n(L)exp[-tf(L)-R„(L)] + n(0)exp[-<M0)-Rn (0) ]+

J
Io

J

{(1/^n )exp(-^-Rn > [ UCx')dx']}dx] ✓
Jo
L
[(1/^„)exp(-tf-Rn )]dx
and

(2.105)

.

K P =[+p(L)exp[+tf(L)-Rp(L)] - p(0)exp [+<*(0)-RP (0) ]/ ((1/Vp>exp(+</-RP ) [ 1 U ( x ’)dx'])dx] /
L
[ (1/M p )exp(+,/-Rp) ]dx.

(2.106)

J.

The total current

density across the device

from Equations

(2.99) and (2.100) will be given by
J(x) = JpCx) + J n (x) = K P + K n
which is a constant.

To avoid system overflow or underflow

in executing numerical calculations,
(2.106)

(2.107)

are modified by

Equations (2.105)

and

introducing a constant exponential

term in the numerator and the

denominator of the right hand

side fractions.
The above

formulation can

be used

calculations of a two terminal device.
tions for transistors
Here an

Calculation of
from emitter

can be

assumed.

obtained in

electron current
to collector

The

in more detail.
expressions for

an analogous

density across

is similar

current

But current calcula

need to be discussed

n-p-n transistor is

p-n-p transistor

readily for

manner.

the device

to electron

current

density for diodes because there is no restriction on quasi-
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Fermi level

for electrons

since there is
in the

a

in the

restriction

middle of the base,

current density

must be

which extendes from

base region.

onquasi-Fermi levelfor holes

two

separate regions

defined.

One

for emitter

emitter ohmic contact up

of the base and the second

However,

for hole
region

to the middle

region starts from the middle of

the base up to the ohmic contact of the collector. Then cal
culation of the hole current density for each
ried out separately

by applying

is applied to the diodes.

Now,

ties for an n-p-n transistor are

the same

region is cai—

formulations

that

the terminal current densi
defined as

Je

= J n (0) +

Jp(O)

(2.108)

Jc

= Jn<L) +

Jp(L)

<2.109)

Jb =

- Jc

(2.110)

where J e , J c and J b are terminal emitter, collector and base
current densities respectively.
The

above method

for

obtaining

appropriate for no change in
carriers in the
is injected

current densities

quasi-Fermi level for majority

mid-base point from where

or exrtacted.

are

This may

the base current

not be true

for high

level injection cases where

the above one-dimension current

formulas will

and a

not be valid

will need to be taken.

two-dimensional approach
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2.8

Approach to Program Analysis
In Section

2.6,

an

outline of

the quasi-linearization

technique for solving a set of three non-linear differential
equations was discussed.

This section utilizes the overview

of this technique and shows the use of the analysis program.
First step to program analysis

is initialization and the

specifications for the desired structure.

These initializa

tions and specifications include doping levels, layer thick✓

nesses, terminal voltages, material parameters, and specific
constants for

program analysis

This information is

provided as input to

appropriate parameters such as
holes,

dielectric

lifetimes are
the device.

Section 2.10.

the program.

The

mobilities for electrons and

constant and low level

also provided as

minority carrier

input for each

position of

The next step is calculation of boundary condi

tions at the
tions,

mentioned in

ohmic contacts.

Using these

boundary condi

the initial estimates of the three independent vari

ables 4,

<j>n and

at thermal equilibrium

device are determined.
Fermi levels
f

At thermal equilibrium,

are constant across

order approximation

throughout the
the quasi-

the device and

to electrostatic potential

the first
is obtained

from standard abrupt junction theory

where the potential on

each donor or acceptor quasi-neutral

region is set equal to

the potential
Now these

of the contact

initial estimates of

associated with
4,

4n

and

that region.
are

used to
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obtain correction values of 2»<^,

&4n and &^P .

Then,

these

corrections are added to previous values of 4, 4n and 4p and
the iteration loop

continues until a proper

convergence is

obtained. The later is obtained if the largest correction in
or b4p is less than some correction factor which is
previously defined.

In this work

this correction factor is

considered to be 10-5 as specified in Section 2.10.
For the non-equilibrium case,
4n and

the

4p at thermal equilibrium

set of initial estimates of
for the next step.

above solutions of

are used to obtain

a new

the three independent variables

This can

be done by adding incremental

applied voltage linearly to previous solutions of 4,
4p

as given

in

Equations

electrostatic potential.
ages across E-B

(2.111)

and

(2.112)

4n and
for

the

Proper polarities of applied volt

and C-B junctions,

of course,

need to be

observed.
<^z (x) = ^i(x)- A V # U , ( x ) - tfi(M )]/[^i(0) - ^i(M)]
for
tf2(x) = ^ i (x)— A V c U i ( x ) -

i (M ^ / [ ^ ( L )
for

Where a V, and a V c are the
C-B junctions and

O S x S M

(2.111)
- tfj(M)]

M £ x £ L.

(2.112)

new voltage increments at E-B and

subscripts 1 and 2 represent

the new values of potentials respectively.

the old and

M represents the

mid-base point and the points at the emitter and the collec-

■tor ohmic
In

contacts are presented

a similar

obtained.

way new

by 0 and

trial values

of

L respectively.
and

can

be

These new values of potentials again will be used

to generate a better solution.

This process continues until

the final values of potentials

applied across the junctions

are reached.

The . summary

above analysis is shown in
In

the above

analysis

highly recommended
cially in

of the generalprocedure
Figure 2.5.
use of

variable

for convergence

very short

where variations in

devices or

of the
at high

size steps
program.

Fermi potentials are very large,

is

Espe

applied voltages

the electrostatic potential

tion is essential.

for the

and quasi-

non-uniform step distribu

Two methods for obtaining this non-uni

form step distribution are explained in the next section.

2.9

Spatial Step Distribution
As it was

mentioned in

distribution is necessary
verge.

a non-uniform step

for the computer program

to

con

The need for non-uniform step ditribution over uni

form steps becomes
static

Section 2.8,

potential

semiconductor

apparent when rapid changes
and

quasi-Fermi

junction

devices.

electrostatic potential will occur

levels
The

are

rapid

noted

changes

in
for

near the junction intei—

faces where smaller steps will be required.
levels for electrons

of electro

and holes at thermal

The quasi-Fermi
equilibrium show

Start
1
Read Initial Parameters and
Structure Specifications
1
Read Increment for Terminal Voltages
I
Calculate Boundary Conditions and Initial
Estimate for
^n ,
1
Calculate Material Paramters
as Functions of Position

Solve the Set of
Quasi-linear Equations

No

" Proper\
Convergence
Yes

Calculate Carrier and Current Densities
I
Store for Plotting
1
Yes
Final Voltage is Reached
1 No
Stop
Increment Terminal Voltages
gure 2.5 - Flow diagram for the analysis program.
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no variation with distance across the device but upon appli
cation of some external voltage they show rapid changes with
respect to position near the depletion edges or at the ohmic
contacts.

Again

this implies

required at those locations.
steps will be

that small

step sizes

are

Finally, the choice of larger

appropriate for those portions

of quasi-neu

tral regions where the variation with respect to position of
electrostatic potential and quasi-Fermi potentials for elec
tron and hole are slight.
In this work, two different methods for selection of step
distribution are used.
ods work well.
form steps is

Experience has shown that both meth

In the first method,

based on spatial variation of

variables namely electrostatic
Fermi potentials <fn
tively.

selection of non-uni

The step

and

potential 4

for electrons

selection is such that

the main three
and the

and holes respec
small step sizes

are chosen within the regions of the device where 4 ,
4P are
where

changing rapidly
these variables

and larger
are changing

quasi-

step sizes

4n or

are chosen

slowly with

position.

This step selection is done

automatically by the program to

the changing situation when

applied voltage is incremented.

The details of this step selection are given below.
Before the description of the

step selection can be car

ried out some background information is needed.
previously set

quantities are introduced into

First, some
the program.
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They consist

of IL1 and IL2

minimum number of

which are the maximum

allowed points across the

and SSHORT which are the initial

device;

SLONG

values for the largest and

the smallest step sizes respectively
cates the ratio

and the

and SRATIO which indi

between two adjacent steps.

Second,

some

information about the apporximate variations of eletrostatic
potential and quasi-Fermi potentials is required.
To proceed with
steps

are used

selection of step sizes,

to solve

the device

first uniform

equations at

thermal

equilibrium. This will generaly cause no problem for convei—
gence since in equilibrium the quasi-Fermi levels across the
device are constant

with respect to position.

Also,

for

most cases the change in 4 will be gradual at the interface.
Likewise at low applied voltages changes in quasi-Fermi lev
els are

slight and

across the device.
ment with a

again uniform
Therefore,

step sizes

4n and

used

a very small voltage incre

previously set value will be

the solution of 4,

can be

added linearly to

4P at thermal equilibrium.

Now

these initial estimates of 4, 4n and 4P will be used in conjuction with uniform steps to generate a better solution for
the main three

variables.

At this point,

the solution of

electrostatic potential and quasi-Fermi levels for electrons
and holes will be used to determine proper step sizes across
the device.
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Start
1
Read Uniform Steps
SLONG,SSHORT,SRATIO

f

4

n»

4 p

I
Calculate DPS I,DPHIN,DPHIP
1
Assign SLONG,SSHORT to
DPSI.DPHIN,DPHIP
I
For Each Step Choose Smallest of
DP SI ,DPHIN,DPHIP - Store in STEMP
i
Apply SRATIO to STEMP

I
Change Uniform Steps
According to STEMP

I
Calculate Number of Points

Adjust Spatial
Steps Toward
Correct Number
of Points

Number

Adjust Points to IL1

J
Stop
Figure 2.6 - Flow diagram for choosing variable step sizes.
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Figure 2.6 depicts summary of the
diagram for selection of variable

work by showing a flow

step sizes.

The detailed

description of this process is as follows
1)

For every adjacent step,

calculate the amount of change

in electrostatic potential DPSI(I)

where I represents step

number.
2) Find the largest and the smallest in the array DPSI(I).
3)

Assign SLONG

largest

change

and SSHORT to the smallest
of

DPSI(I)

respectively

change and the
and

store

in

SDPSI(I).
4) For other entries in array DPSI(I )
of step

size which

is linearly

assign a proper value

proportional to

SLONG and

SSHORT and store in SDPSICI).
5) Repeat procedure 1 through 4 above for quasi-Fermi poten
tials for electrons and holes.

Store these in SDPHIN(I) and

SDPHIP(I) respectively.
6)

For each iteration,

choose the smallest step size among

SDPSICI), SDPHIN(I ) and SDPHIPCI). Store these in STEMP(I).
7)

Check the

ratio of

change between

adjacent steps

STEMPCI)
a) If the ratio equals to SRATIO, carry on
b) If the ratio is smaller than SRATIO, carry on

in
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c) If the ratio is larger than SRATIO, decrease the
step size of larger step such that the new ratio
of these adjacent steps equals to SRATIO.
8) Fit non-uniform steps of array STEMPCI)
SUNIFOCI).

At this

stage the number of

in uniform steps
steps in STEMP(I)

equals to the number of steps in SUNIFO.(I). The procedure of
this fitting is described below.
Compare SUNIFO(I)

with STEMP(I)

where I represents step

number
a) If STEMP(I ) equals to SUNIFOCI), choose SUNIFO(I)
and store it in SNONUN(I)
b) If

STEMP(I ) is

number

of

less than

STEMP(I) into

SUNIFO(I),
SUNIFO(I).

fit a proper
Store them in

SNONUN(I )
c) If STEMPCI) is
of STEMP(I)
N

larger than

SUNIFOCI), find ratio N

over SUNIFOCI).

steps ( After and

Then consider the next

including Ith step ) in

array

STEMPCl).
i) Find the minimum
and

(I+N)th steps of array STEMP(I).

is larger
of

step size (SMIN) between Ith

than SUNIFOCI), fit a proper number

SMIN into array

until

(I+N)th step.

ii) If any of

SUNIFOCI) from

Ith

step

Store them in SNONUN(I).

the step sizes in

Ith and (I+N)th step is
SUNIFOCI)

If SMIN

STEMPCI) between

less than or equal to

(call it Mth step) repeat procedure

8a)

or

8b) of the

repeat procedure

above for

Mth

step

and

8ci) above for steps between

Ith and (M-1) th steps
iii)

Set a

new value for I which is M+1 and starts

again from procedure 8a)
9) Calculate number of steps
a) If the number of steps is between IL1 and IL2, inci—
ease number of steps to IL1 and stop the process
b) If the number
than I L 1 ,
number

of steps is

less than IL2 or greater

adjust the value

of steps.

of SLONG toward correct

Then start

from step

8)

of the

above.
This step selection can be
increment or it may be
The former choice

done once after every voltage

repeated before each iteration step.

will not give a

proper step distribution

due to approximation in initial values of

and ^p .

And

the latter choice will increase the computation time consid
erably.

But experience has shown that one can obtain satis

factory results with a reasonable amount of computation time
if this step selection is carried out only for the first two
iterations of each voltage increment.
tion the initial approximations of
the step
values of
tribution.

selection and
and
Then the

for the

For the first itera
<f>n and 4 P are used for

second iteration

a closer

are used to obtain a better step dis
step

sizes

will be

kept

unchanged
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throughout the

remaining of iterations for

that particular

applied voltage increment.
An example
Figure 2.7.
active

of this

step selection

process is

given in

In this example an n-p-n transistor in forward

region

is chosen

electrostatic potential
electrons and

where

trial values

and the guasi-Fermi

holes are

trial values of 0 ,

the

shown in

of

the

potentials for

Figure 2.7a).

If these

<^n and 4p are used to find spatial step

distribution, Figure 2.7b) will be obtained which shows step
magnitude versus grid points along
process of
the third

step selection is
iterations,

obtained respectively.
ures,

that

the

unchanged after
cases it

continued for the

Figures
As

2.7c)

and

step

is not cecessary to

second and
will

be

these two fig

distribution

iteration.

Now if the

2.7d)

one can see from

curve for
the first

the device.

is

Therefore,

continue with the

almost
in most

process of

the step selection after the second iteration.
The

above process

for

calculating

spatial step

sizes

works well but it is found to take up an excessive amount of
computer CPU time.

Therefore a second method which is rela

tively simple is used to greatly reduce the computation time
and yields results that are
adjusted step method.

Here,

comparable to the automatically
small step sizes are selected

in the regions where significant variations in \f>*

and 4?

are expected to be observed such as near ohmic contacts in a
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short device or near the depletion egde boundaries in a long
device.

A fixed ratio between

tained in these regions.

adjacent steps is also main

The rest of the device has uniform

steps. These step sizes remain unchanged throughout the cal
culations .
To reduce

the amount of time

during trial and

error of

finding proper number of steps for a specific structure, the
program first

starts with an

initial number of

steps.

In

this work, this initial number of steps is taken to be 1000.
While the program

is being executed,

overflow or underflow,
increase the
(in this

program

number of steps

work 200).

This

if

it encounters any

will exit and automatically
by a previously

process continues

set quantity
until program

reaches the desired voltage with a minimum number of steps.
As it

was mentioned before,

analysis program

depends on the

device analysis run in this work,

proper convergence
step sizes.

In

of the

a typical

the step sizes can range

dramatically from around 10"6 cm to around 10-26 cm.

2.10

Discussions About the Analysis Program

The program

that is

used for

analyzing heterostructure

devices is written in FORTRAN and is run on the IBM-370 com
puter at the Louisiana State University campus.

The computer program is developed

in a modular form with

a main program calling the different subprograms.

This will

make it

in future

possible to alter a

part of the program

without changing the entire program.

Therefore, many of the

suggestions for future research listed in Section 4.2 can be
added to the program without

requiring major changes to the

main program structure.
The program

is designed

to take

diodes or transistors with options
of grid points

Also,

recombination processes
profile.

the desired precision

it is capable of taking different
in semiconductors

Means

length for

for the choice of number

across the device and

for calculations.

doping

any device

to obtain

and any

accurate

desired

answers

with

reduced requirements on the computation resources are given.
The main factors which determine

the computation time of

the numerical analysis program are given below.
1)

Choice of precision:

sion is

used for

Throughout this work double preci

calculating all

more precise results.

the electrons and

recommended.
short devices

to obtain

But when current densities are calcu

lated from the spatial variations
tials for

the variables

in the quasi-Fermi poten

the holes,

quad-precision is

Quad-precision is also used for analyzing very
and for

non-uniform doping.

devices with
In general,

in

graded structures

and

order to decrease CPU

time, lower precision is used for calculations whenever pos
sible and appropriate.
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2)

Choice for

number of grid points:

number of computations
an

important factor

time.

In

This determines the

necessary for each iteration
in determining

this program it

quad-precision is used

the total

has an

computation

upper limit of

due to the limitation

and is

6000 if

of the memory

size of the IBM computer used in this work.
3) Choice of increments for applied voltages: Voltage incre
ments which

are applied

after each

successful convergence

are also a factor for computation time.

The larger the mag

nitude of the voltage increment, the lower will be the total
CPU time.

However, there is an upper limit for these incre

ments for proper convergence of the program.
increments are very
the structure,
go through

large,

depending on the

the program might not

a large

If the voltage

number of

converge or it has to

iterations.

voltage increments of 0.05 to

complexity of

In

this work,

0.2 volt are applied success

fully across a forward biased junction and increments of 0.1
to 0.4 volt are applied across a reverse biased junction.
4)

Number of iterations:

number

of

iterations

For every voltage increment,

necessary

for

proper

convergence

depends on the desired accuracy of the final solution.
higher

specified accuracies

which implies more CPU time.
fied separately
wor k .

more

the

iterations are

For

required

The desired accuracy is speci

and a value of

10"5 has been used

in this
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5) Step distribution: This plays a crucial role in obtaining
proper

convergence.

If uniform

spatial

distribution

is

selected, it will require less CPU time but limits the value
of final applied voltage at the junction.
niform

spatial step

convergence.

distribution is

preferred for

proper

But the process for calculating this non-uni

form step distribution
tion time.

In general, non-u

Therefore,

requires a large amount
in

this work

method specified in Section 2.9

of computa

a relatively

simple

is given for obtaining spa

tial step distribution which takes much less CPU time.

CHAPTER 3
RESULTS

3.1

Introduction
In this chapter, various device structures are considered

for simulation.
static potential,

The important parameters such
quasi-Fermi potentials

as electro

for electrons and

holes, concentration of electrons and holes and the electron
and hole current

densities are calculated and

function of distance across the device.

plotted as a

In Sections 3.2 and

3.3 a few simulation examples are given for diodes and tran
sistors respectively.

Finally,

in Section 3.4 the results

of simulations on both the homojunctions and the heterojunc
tions are discussed.
Material composition as a functions

of position needs to

be specified in graded structures for solution of the device
equations.

In heterostructures the lattice mismatch plays an

important factor
Therefore,
varying
promising

in recombination

the junction

alloy of
alloy

losses at

the junction.

is frequently made of

two compatible
system for

a spatially

semiconductors.

heterojunction

AlxGai-xAs since the lattice mismatch

A

transistor

very
is

between AlAs and GaAs

is about 0.14 percent which results in minimum recombination
losses at the interface. The computer program will calculate
parameters for a ternary material

from the material parame
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ters of two
is

binary materials if other

not available

detailed

by assuming

description

such as band-gap,

linear

for calculating

dielectric

detailed information
variation.
material

A

more

parameters

constant and effective masses

for compositionally graded semiconductors

is given by Suth

erland and Hauser [11].

3.2

Simulation Examples for Diodes
The

numerical formulation

that

has

been described

in

Chapter 2 is now used to illustrate simulation results for a
number of

diode structures given

Section 2.5
Therefore,
equal to

below.

the reference potential is

As

mentioned in

arbitrarily chosen.

in all the diode examples below it is taken to be
0.0 at the

highest value

The operating temperature for all

of x in

the structure.

the examples is chosen to

be 300° K unless specified otherwise.

Also the doping lev

els are chosen such that Boltzmann approximation is not vio
lated except for certain cases especially chosen for compai—
ison purposes.
Example I: An n-p homojunction
Figure 3.1
while Table 3.1

illustrates a

one-dimensional n-p

shows the material parameters.

structure
This first

example is for a simple homojunction made of silicon.
doping level within

each layer is considered

and carrier lifetimes r n o and t p0

Here

to be uniform

for the electrons and the

I
I
I

I
I
I

0

L

►x

Figure 3.1. One-dimensional n-p homojunction model for
Example I .

Table 3.1. Specifications of the n-p homostructure

Layer

Nd - Na

Material

Thickness
( )um )

cm - 3

iUn
cm z/ V •s c m 2/ V •s

1

1x10* 7

Si
(n-type)

20.0

800

300

2

-1 x 10 16

Si
(p-type)

100.0

1 150

420

holes are 1.1 usec and 0.35 /usee respectively [23].
ity values

in Table 3.1

are obtained from

standard curves

for mobility versus impurity concentration [24].
illustrates the

variation of the electrostatic

and electron and hole quasi-Fermi

potentials

position for the forward bias of 0.7 volts.
potential drop in the quasi-neutral
this structure

can be seen

Mobil

Figure 3,2
potential 4
and <f>p with

Clearly a small

region on the p-side of

from Figure 3.2.

densities as a function of position

The carrier

are shown in Figure 3.3

for the above bias condition.

In Figure 3.4,

magnitude of

the current density is plotted

against applied forward bias

for the above n-p structure.

In this example, the Shockley-

Read-Hall mechanism

as the

mechanism.

The

is used

dominant recombination

individual current

densities

across

the

device for electrons and holes in addition to the total cui—
rent for the

forward bias of 0.7 volts are

shown in Figure

3.5.
Example II: An n-p heterostructure
Figure 3.6 illustrates a one-dimensional n-p heterostruc
ture while Table

3.2 gives the material

parameters.

This

example is given here for the purpose of comparison with the
work done by Riben and Feucht [6].

Here doping level within

each layer is

considered to be uniform.

recombination

model for

Shockley-Read-Hall

Ge material

type and

for

GaAs

is

In this example,
considered to
a constant

be

carrier
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Figure 3.2. Electrostatic and quasi-Fermi potentials versus
distance for Example I .
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Figure 3.3. Electron and hole densities versus distance for
Example I.
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Figure 3.4. The total current density versus applied voltage
for Example I.
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Figure 3.5. The individual current densities and the total
current density versus distance for Example I.
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I
I
I

t
I
I

0

L

x

Figure 3.6. One-dimensional n-p heterojunction model for
Example II.

Table 3.2. Specifications of the n-p heterostructure

Layer

Nd - Na

Material

cm" 3

Thickness
( Mm )

Mn

Mp

cm 2/ V •s c m2/ V •s

1

1.5x10 18

Ge
(n-type)

10.0

1800

300

2

-1.7x10 17

GaAs
(p-type)

1 .0

4300

230
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lifetime value is used.

In Ge, the value of

taken to be respectively 10"s sec
the value

for rn and

2.0x10"* sec

t p

are taken

respectively [25].

is taken as 296° K for

o

and rp0 are

and 10“** sec.

For GaAs,

t

„

to be 4.0x10"*

The orerating

sec and

temperature

comparison purposes.In Table 3.2,

mobility values are obtained from standard curves for mobil
ity versus impurity concentration
trates the

variation of the

[24].

Figure 3.7 illus

electrostatic potential

^ and

the electron

and hole quasi-Fermi potentials

and 4p with

position for

the forward bias

The carrier

of 0.48 volts.

densities as a function of position
for the above bias condition.
voltage

characteristics of

forward bias conditions.

are shown in Figure 3.8

Figure 3.9 shows the currentthe above

n-p structure

under

The above results agree well with

the theoretical results reported by Riben and Feucht [6].
Example III: A four— layer diode structure
One-dimensional model for a four— layer diode structure is
shown in

Figure 3.10 and

the parameter

specifications are

given in Table 3.3. The doping levels are assumed to be uni
form within each region and
be abrupt.
is used

the junctions are considered to

This structure with all the values in Table 3.3

for comparison

with the

structure from elsewhere [26].
recombination model is used
doping levels

results obtained

on this

Here the Shockley-Read-Hall

throughout the structure.

which are used here

are in violation

The
of the
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Figure 3.7. Electrostatic and quasi-Fermi potentials versus
distance for Example II.
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Figure 3.8. Electron and hole densities versus distance for
Example II.
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Figure 3.9. The total current density versus applied voltage
for Example II.
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Figure 3.10. One-dimensional four-layer diode structure for
Example III.

Table 3.3. Specifications of the foui— layer diode structure

Layer

Material

Nd - Na

Thickness
< /im )

cm" 3

0.2

2500

100

0.01

7200

350

0.18

2750

200

GaAs(n+ )

0.

2

5x10 1 7

Al.

3

undoped Ga A s (i )

4

- 1x 1 0

18

GaAs(p+)

cmz/ V •s cm z/ V •s
50

5 x 10 18

*7 7 As(n)

AP

1950

1

2 3^3

n

1
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Boltzmann approximation. But, for the purposes of comparison
the program is utilized to
acteristics.
curate.

The,

simulate the device static chai—

The results, of course, will be somewhat inac
electron

and hole lifetime values

this example are 4 nsec and 2 nsec respectively.

taken for
Two energy

band diagrams for this example are given in Figures 3.11 and
3.12 for applied voltages of 0.4 volts and 1.2 volts respec
tively.

Figure 3.13 shows the variation

with respect to position for the

of ^

and 4p

forward bias of

1.2

volts.

Clearly in this narrow device, most of the injected carriers
recombine at the ohmic contacts as seen from the plots of
and 4P in Figure 3.13.
sities

across the

volts.

Figure 3.14 illustrates carrier den

device

Figure 3.15 shows

for the

bias

condition of

1.2

the current-voltage characteris

tics of the above structure for the forward bias conditions.
Results similar in nature but

some what different in magni

tude are obtained when doping levels in layers 1, 2 and 4 of
the above example are reduced to

2

1x10 1 7 /cm 3 respectively so that

the Boltzmann approximation

is valid.

x 1 0 *7 /c m 3 ,

2

x 1 0 l6 / c m 3 and

The results for potentials, carrier densities and

current-voltage curve for this later

case are shown in Fig

ures 3.16 through 3.18 for the purpose of comparison.

3.3

Simulation Examples for Transistors
In this section,

simulation examples for different bipo

lar transistor structures are given.

In all the transistor
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Figure 3.11. Energy band giagram in Example III with applied
bias of 0.4 volts.
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Figure 3.12. Energy band giagram in Example III with applied
bias of 1.2 volts.
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Figure 3.13. Electrostatic and quasi-Fermi potentials versus
distance for Example III.
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Figure 3.14. Electron and hole densities versus distance for
Example III.
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Figure 3.15. The total current density versus applied
voltage for Example III.
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Figure 3.18. The total current density versus applied
voltage at lower doping level for Example III.

examples below,

the reference for

potential is taken to be

in the middle of the base region.

Also, it is assumed that

the transistors in all cases operate at the room temperature
of 300°K.
Example IV: An n-p-n homostructure transistor
In Figure 3. 19 schematic of an n-p-n transistor is illus
trated along with
rent densities.
the points at

the positive direction for
Point

M represents the mid-base

the emitter and the

doping profile is

Here,

is assumed

type throughout the structure.
cal formula is used for

Again the

Boltzmann approxima

the purpose of comparison with ref

material is

recombination process

doping pro

to be considered.

in violation of the

tion but it is used for
erence [27].

Table 3.4 and Figure

parameter specifications and the

file of the transistor sample

point and

collector ohmic contacts

are presented by 0 and L respectively.
3.20 show the

terminal cur

assumed to be silicon and
to be

Shockley-Read-Hal1

For this example, an empiri

calculating the mobilities of elec

trons and holes with dependency on total impurity concentra
tion as specified in reference [28].

The carrier lifetimes

Tno and T p0 £°r electrons and holes are taken to be
and 0.35 psec respectively [23].
iation of

the electrostatic

1.1

Figure 3.21 shows the var

potential \J> and electron

hole quasi-Fermi potentials 4n and

/isec

and

4? with respect to posi

tion under biasing conditions where emitter— base junction is
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Figure 3.19. One-dimensional n-p-n homostructure transistor
model for Example IV.

Table 3.4. Specifications of the n-p-n homostructure
transistor

Layer

Material

Thickness
( ^m )

1

Si
(n-type)

0.6

2

Si
(p-type)

0.85

3

Si
(n-type)

1 .05
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Figure 3.20. Doping profile for Example IV.
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Figure 3.21. Electrostatic and quasi-Fermi potentials
versus distance for Example IV.
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forward biased by 0.76 volts
reverse biased

and collectoi— base junction is

by 0.2 volts.

The carrier densities

function of position are shown in
bias conditions.

as a

Figure 3.22 for the above

Figure 3.23 illustrates the plot of emit

ter current versus

emitter— base voltage of the

above n-p-n

homostructure transistor when the collector-base junction is
reverse biased by 0.2 volts.
vidual plots

of current densities

across the device
which is

summation of electron

variation

for electrons

in addition to the

are shown under the same
ure,

Finally, in Figure 3.24 indi
and holes

total current density

and hole

current densities

biasing conditions.

of current densities

In this fig

with distance

is not

obvious due to the long diffusion lengths of the carriers in
comparison to the small device length.

In order to be able

to show this variation of current densities with position in
this example,

shorter lifetimes are arbitrarily

0.4 nsec and 0.2 nsec
Now under the

chosen as

for electrons and holes respectively.

above conditions and with the

new values for

lifetimes, the variation of the current densities with posi
tion can

be seen in Figure

3.25.

3.21 and 3.22 compare well with
I
literature [27].

The results

in Figures

the results reported in the

Example V: An n-p-n abrupt heterostructure transistor
In Figure 3.26 schematic of
ture

transistor is

illustrated

an n-p-n abrupt heterostruc
and

Table 3.5

gives

the
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Figure 3.22. Electron and hole densities versus distance for
Example IV.
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Figure 3.23. The emitter current density versus emitterbase voltage for Example IV.
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Figure 3.26. One-dimensional n-p-n abrupt heterostructure
transistor model for Example V.

Table 3.5. Specifications of the n-p-n abrupt
heterostructure transistor

Layer

Nd - Na

Material

cm - 3

1

2

3

4. 1 x 1 0

Thickness
(/iin)

17

-7. 8 x 1 0 1 7

Ga. 6 sA1 •3 5 As
(n-type)
GaAs
(p-type)

4. 1x10 1 7 G a •e sAl . 3 sAs
(n-type)

4n

4p

cmz/ V •s c m z/ V •s

1.0

4000

230

1 .0

2700

160

1 .0

4000

230
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parameter specifications of the transistor sample considered
[12].

Doping profile is cosidered to be uniform. Here, cai—

rier lifetimes are chosen as 4 nsec and 2 nsec for electrons
and holes respectively.
\j>,

4>n and

Figure 3.27 shows the variation of

<f>p in the device with respect

emittei— base junction
collector— base

is forward

junction is

to position after

biased by

reverse biased

1.1

by

volts

0.66

and

volts.

Concentration of carriers across the device is given in Fig
ure 3.28 for the above bias
resents the

conditions and Figure 3.29 rep

collector current

voltage when
0.66 volts.

density versus

collector— base junction
The

emittei— base

is reverse

result in Figure 3.29

biased by

compares well with

the reported results [ 1 2 ].
Example VI: An n-p-n graded structure transistor
Figure

3.30

shows

structure transistor

specifications of

n-p-n

and Figure 3.31 illustrates

transistor structure with composition
of distance.

an

In Figure 3.31,

graded

the basic

profile as a function

the vertical axis gives the

value of x in AlxGai-xAs and Wj and W 2 are graded widths for
the emitter-base

and the

collectoi— base junctions

tively. For this example Wi=30 nm and W z=5 nm.
levels are considered to be
material parameters
are calculated
Hauser [11].

uniform.

Here, doping

In this example,

for the compositionally

as per

respec

the formulations

the

graded regions

of Sutherland

and

Figure 3.32 shows the electrostatic potential
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Figure 3.27. Electrostatic and quasi-Fermi potentials
versus distance for Example V.
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Figure 3.28. Electron and hole densities versus distance
for Example V.
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Figure 3.29. The collector current density versus emittei—
base voltage for Example V.
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Figure 3.31. Variation of the mole fraction x of AlxGai_xAs
in the graded structure of Example VI.
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and

quasi-Fermi potentials

function of

for electrons

position under

0.8

volts

and

holes as

forward bias

a

to the

emittei— base junction and 1.5 volts reverse bias to the col
lector— base

junction.

electron and
are

The

spatial

the hole densities

shown in

Figure 3.33

Figure 3.34 illustrates
emitter— base

voltage of

distributions of

as a function

for the

above bias

the plot of emitter
the

above

the

of position
conditions.

current versus

n-p-n uniformly

doped

graded structure transistor.

3.4

Discussions
In Sections

3.2 and

3.3,

six

simulation examples

and

their results were illustrated using n-p junctions and n-p-n
transistors
tions.

In

for various

device

this section,

structures and

some pertinent

specifica

observations are

made.
First and foremost,
capable of

it is observed that

handling very

such as 4n and ^p .

rapid changes

the program is

in the

parameters

This is readily demonstrated in examples

with very small device structures where most of the carriers
recombine close to the ohmic contacts.
ple III is a case in point.
diagrams for

Figure 3.13 of Exam

In this example the energy band

different applied voltages

are also

given to

present the variation of local vacuum level and the edges of
the conduction

and the valence

bands with position

at the

104
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cb
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0. 36
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Figure 3.33. Electron and hole densities versus distance for
Example V I .
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abrupt junctions

and along

existing program is

the rest

of the

able to plot individual

ties with position across the device.
Section 2.7,

The

current densi

As it is discussed in

different approaches can be used for calculat

ing current densities.
ried out

device.

Here,

current calculations are cai—

through integration formulation.

the current densities

by taking

Calculations of

derivatives of

the quasi-

Fermi potentials require specification of the maximum number
of available discretizing points in
precision for computations.

addition to using quad-

This, of course,

increases the

total CPU time which is undesireable.
The examples

presented here also

finer points in device analysis.
Example

I shows

the potential

region on the low doped p-side.

bring out some

For example, Figure 3.2 of
drop

in the

quasi-neutral

A homostructure transistor

with non-uniform doping is presented in Example IV.
ure 3.25 the
total current

of the

variation of individual current
density with position

densities and

are shown.

current can be obtained directly from

In Fig

The base

this figure as a dif

ference in the values of the emitter current and the collec
tor current densities.
In all the examples presented here the second approach of
selecting the

step distribution is

are used only at the ohmic contacts.
erably reduces the CPU time used.

used where

small steps

This approach consid
For instance,

the total

107

computation time for

running Example III by

is about 37 seconds.

The total

this technique

CPU time for other examples

given in this chapter range from 1 minute to about 5 minutes
depending on the device size,

complexity and the magnitude

of the final applied voltages.
Finally,

the program

graded junction structures

developed in this work
as well as shown

can handle

in Example VI.

The total computation time for running this example is about
5 minutes. Here, quad-precision is used for calculations due
to complexity of the structure.

CHAPTER 4
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

4.1

Summary
In this work,

a computer program is developed to predict

the steady-state current-voltage

characteristics of devices

having position dependent material
formulation of the problem allows
of reference

energy.

The

properties.

The general

for an unambiguous choice

model solves

the semiconductor

device equations namely the Poisson equation, the continuity
equations and
and holes
solution

the current

in one-dimension for constant
of these

equations are

finite-difference method
nique.

In this

used for
order

density equations

work,

temperature.

carried out

three point approximation

differentiation (See Appendix B ) .

interpolation formula

are calculated

potentials.

from

have been

The

by means

through quasi-linearization

obtain more accurate results
ties

for electrons

of

tech

has been

Also,

higher

examined hoping

to

especially when current densi
the

slopes of

But the results were

gram analysis did not converge.

the

quasi-Fermi

not encouraging and pro

In this case,

a five point

formula was used for calculating the first derivative at the
mid-point [29]— [31].

The reason

that the analysis program

did not converge was investigated

through a series of exam

ples. In a simple example, five points are chosen on forward
current-voltage characteristic curve of a diode.
108

Then, five

point interpolation
the mid-point.

formula is used

Unfortunately,

negative slope as

to calculate

this

slope at

yields an undesirable

explained in Appendix B

which causes the

program to diverge.
In this work,
ity of the

means are provided to reduce the possibil

program from not converging through

selection process.
capability to

In the first

automatically adjust the

accurate results with reduced
Here,

method,

selection

a step size

program

has the

step size

to yield

computer memory requirements.

of non-uniform steps

is based

on spatial

variation of the three main variables. The step selection is
such that small step sizes are

chosen within the regions of

the device where electrostatic

potential and/or quasi-Fermi

potentials for electrons and holes

are changing rapidly and

larger step size are chosen where these variables are chang
ing slowly with position.

The above process for calculating

spatial step

well and permits

program on
without

sizes works
a wide variety

diverging but

is

the use

of structures and
found to

take

of the

bias voltages

up an

excessive

amount of computer CPU time.
A second

method for step

tively simple

is also considered.

benefits of the

in the

It retains many

variable step size selection

less computer CPU time.
only

size selection which

is rela
of the

but uses much

Here, small step sizes are selected

regions where

significant

variations in

the

variables are anticipated.
two ohmic

contacts are such

potentials vary
sizes.

For

short geometry devices the

reasons where

rapidly requiring

A fixed ratio between

tained in these regions.

the quasi-Fermi

a choice

of small

step

adjacent steps is also main

The rest of the device has uniform

steps. These step sizes remain unchanged throughout the cal
culations.

Of course,

for longer devices more grid points

are required for proper convergence of the program.
In order to
this second
first

reduce the computer memory

method for

starts with

step size

an initial

requirement,

selection,

number of

the

in

program

steps across

the

device. If it encounters any overflow or underflow, it exits
from the main flow of the

analysis and increases the number

of steps by a fixed value. The process of adding more points
to

the initial

inserted

at

occurred.

number of

the
It

points

point where

has been

is such

overflow

observed that

that steps

are

underflow

has

or

the above

approach

works well and greatly reduces the computation time ais well.
It yields results

that are comparable to

the automatically

adjusted step method. As an example, a complete forward cui—
rent-voltage characteristic curve for

a foui— layer heteros

tructure diode with length of 0.49 micrometer and 1930 total
grid points is obtained from 0.0
in steps of 0.2

volts up to 1.2 volts bias

volt in about 37 seconds of

total CPU time

on an IBM 370 mainframe computer (See Example III in Section
3.3).

The number

of iterations necessary at

each voltage

increment were about

seven for convergence error

the variables

<f>n

and <fp to be less than

first method for

step size selection is used

example,

the total CPU time increases

values on

10"*.

If the

for the above

with a factor of 10.

Of course, it should be kept in mind that convergence of the
program depends on
the device
high

the number of grid

and it is obviouse

applied bias

points chosen across

that for long devices

voltages where

with respect to position is large,

variation of

or at

potentials

a larger number of grid

points is required.
The freedom
processes in
available

for choosing

semiconductors or no

due to

developed in

any appropriate

the

structure of

a modular form

the different subprograms.

recombination

recombination at
the

all is

program which

with the main

is

program calling

This gives possibility of altei—

ing any part of the program without changing the entire pro
gram.
have

The program allows different
different

parts of the device to

dominant recombination

mechanisms.

Also,

arbitrary doping profile can be specified.
Attempt is made to obtain current densities for electrons
and holes with position across

the device by taking deriva

tive of quasi-Fermi potentials for electrons and holes. This
approach has been

successful only to a

the integral formulations for
have been derived

degree.

Therefore,

calculating current densities

for a position dependent

material system

1 12

by modifying

the appropriate

equations for

the homostruc

tures.
The numerical analysis

program has been applied

to both

junctions in a single material and heterojunction structures
both abrupt

and graded and has

been found to

compare well

with results on similar structures reported by others.

4.2

Suggestions for Further Research
The computer program

which is presented here

is able to

handle several different design options. However, no work of
this sort can

ever be regarded as

additional list
They can be

of options are

complete.

The following

suggested for

included in the program to

future work.

further enhance its

accuracy and applicability.
1) Use of

Fermi-Dirac

statistics rather

than

Maxwell-

Boltzmzann statistics to allow for analysis of degene
rate materials.
2) Inclusion of other generation-recombination

processes

besides Shockley-Read-Hal1 and direct radiative recom
bination process.
ers

For example, several types of cent

may be introduced in

the

energy-gap,

or excess

carrier generation due to impact ionization in regions
of high

electric field

can be included.

Also, Auger

recombination can be included.
3) Inclusion of effects of interface states for heteroju-

1 13
notions.
4) Inclusion of thermal effects.
5) Expansion

to two-dimensional

model for

inclusion of

base transport effects.
6) Ballistic or hot carrier transport through the base.
7) Inclusion of transient analysis.
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APPENDIX A
List of Symbols

The following is the list

of symbols with their descrip

tions which are used in this work.
Parameter Description

Dimension

B„

material parameter

-

BP

material parameter

-

D

electric displacement density

C/cm2

Dn

diffusion coefficient for electrons

c mz/s

Dp

diffusion coefficient for holes

c mz/s

Do

diffusion constant

c mz/s

E

electric field

V/cm

He

conduction band edge energy

eV

E,

Fermi level

eV

E fn

electron quasi-Fermi energy

eV

E* p

hole quasi-Fermi energy

eV

Eg

energy-gap

eV

E,

local vacuum energy level

eV

E0

reference energy level

eV

E,

recombination center energy

eV

Ev

valence band edge energy

eV

G„

external generation rate of electrons

#/cm3 •s

GP

external generation rate of holes

#/cm*•s

1 18

1 19
List of Symbols (continued)
gth

thermal equilibrium generation rate

#/cm3 *s

J

total current density

A/cmz

Jn

electron current density

A/cm2

Jp

hole current density

A/'em2

k

Boltzmann's constant

eV/K

Ld

Debye length

cm

n

free electron density in the

#/cm3

conduction band
n0

concentration of electrons in

#/cni3

conduction band when the Fermi level
coincides with the recombination level
ng

minority carrier concentration

in

#/cm3

p-type semiconductor at thermal
equilibrium
N

total net impurity density

#/cm3

N»

acceptor impurity density

#/cm3

Nc

effective density of states at the

#/cm3

conduction band
Nd

donor impurity density

#/cm3

rii

intrinsic carrier density

#/cm3

Nt

density of recombination centers

#/cm3

N„

effective density of states at the

#/cm3

valence band
p

hole density

cm3
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List of Symbols (continued)
Po

concentration of holes in valence

#/cm3

band when the Fermi level coincides
with the recombination level
po
*n

minority carrier concentration in

#/cm3

n-type semiconductor at thermal
equilibrium

<3

magnitude of an electron charge

C

t

time

sec

T

absolute temperature

K

U

net thermal recombination rate

#/cm3 -s

Un

recombination rate of electrons

#/cm3 -s

Up

recombination rate of holes

#/cm3 'S

V.

applied voltage

volts

Vc

potential drop across ohmic contacts

V,

potential across the entire diode

volts

Vt

kT/q

V

Vth

thermal velocity of the carrier

cm/sec

X

position

cm

X

electron affinity

eV

€

permittivity of the material

F/cm

e0

permittivity of vacuum

F/cm

f r

relative permittivity

-

J)

emitter injection efficiency

-

/in

mobility of electrons

cm 2/V-s

MP

mobility of holes

c m2/V*s

volts
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List of Symbols (continued)
\J>

electrostatic potential
reference value for electrostatic

V
V

potential
electron quasi-Fermi potential

V

4P

hole quasi-Fermi potential

V

p

space charge density

C/cm3

CTn

capture cross-section of recombination

cm2

center for electrons
crp

capture cross-section of recombination

cm2

center for holes
rn

carrier lifetime for electrons

sec

t p

carrier lifetime for holes

sec

Tno
T

p0

'

low level electron lifetime
low level hole lifetime

sec
sec

APPENDIX B
Summary for Quasi-linearization Technique

To continue with the formulations from Section 2.6, first
partial derivatives in Equations (2.94)
shown in Tables

B . 1 - B.3 and

through (2.96)

are

derivatives of recombination

terms are given in Tables B.4 - B.6 for two different recom
bination processes and for the general excess carrier recom
bination term.
A curve

fitting method is

differentials.

Curve

used to obtain

the numerical

fitting through three points

of the

discrete function results in a second-order equation.

This

equation is evaluated

Thus

at each of these

three points.

three independent equations with three unknowns are obtained
and can be solved.
cal differentials

The details of the technique for numeri
can be found

the results of equations for

in Reference [10]

and only

obtaining first and second-ot—

der derivatives are given below
y ' '(j) = 2 [y(j+ 1) - y( j) • [o<( j)+ t ]+«< j)-y( j-1 ) ]/
{s (j )•[s(j) + s(j-1)]}

(B.1)

I
y ’<j) =

[y(j+n

+ y<j> • [«*< j)-i ]-«*•<j)y( j-i )]✓

(«( j) • [s(j) + s( j-l)]}
Where (j)

represents

s(j) = x(j+1)

- x(j)

discrete points along the

(B.2)
device and

is the spatial step width and a(j)

s(j)/s(j-1) is the ratio of consecutive step widths.
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Table B . 1 - Partial derivatives of Kj in Equation (2.94)

K i (^ , 4n, 4P , 4' ) = [exp(^ - N -

(de/dx)(d^/dx)]/e

[expC^i — 4n + Rn)

3Ki/3<^ =

+ Rn ) ~ exp(^p - 4 + R p )

+ e x p ( ^ p — 4 + R P )]/e

= [ -exp(.4 - 4n + R n)]/e
aKi/a^P =

[ -expC^p - 4 + R P )]/e

3K,/34 ’ =

(-de/dx)/e
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Table B.2 - Partial derivatives of K z in Equation (2.95)

K z (tfi

^p.

4 k> = - <dtfn/dx) [ (dtf /dx) - (d^/dx)

+ (dRn/dx) ]-[ (d/in/dx) (d?Jn/dx) ]/
Mn - U • [exp (4 t i
3Kz/3^ = [expC^n -

-

4 - Rn

- R n )][-3U/3^ + U]/Mn

3Kz/3^n= -[3U/3*n + U][exp(*n -

- R„)]/Mn

3Kz/3/P= [-3U/3*p] [exp(*n - ^ - R n)]//in
3Kz/3^' = - d^n/dx
3Kz/3^n = ~ (d^/dx) + 2 (d^n/dx) - (dRn/dx)
-

( 1/^in) ( d / u n / d x )
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Table B.3 - Partial derivatives of K 3 in Equation (2.96)

K

^

p

)

- ~ (d^p/dx) [ (d^p/dx) - (d^ /dx)
+ (dRp/dx) ]-[ (d/ip/dx) (d^p/dx) ]/
Mp

+

U-[exp(^

- Rp -

3K3/3</ = [exp(4 - <t>P - R P ) ] [3U/3</ + U]/Mp
3K3/39!n= 3U/39!n • [exp(vS -

- Rp )]//<p

3K3/3^p= [3U/3^p - U ] [ e x p U - R P - *P )]//*P
3K3/3 4

'

=

d^p/dx

3K3/3*Sp = + (di^/dx) - 2(d^p/dx) - (dRP/dx)
- ( 1//ip ) (d/ip/dx)

<^p)]/^p
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Table B 4 - Partial derivatives of U for the general case

For holes
U = [expCtfp 3U/3i/

=

—

+ Rp) ~ p8 ]/tp

[exp(<?!p —

^

+

R p )]/t p

3U/3 ^n= 0

3U/3fl!p= [exp(^P —

+ Rp)]/ t p

For electrons
U = [exp(4 - 4n + R n) “ ng ]/t„
3U/3^ = [expfvi — </‘n + Rn)]/^!!

3U/3/n= -[exp(i/ -

+ R n )]/rn

3U/3^P= 0

-dko^_
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Table B.5 - Partial derivatives of U for Shockley-Read-Hall
recombination mechanism

+ RP + R „ ) - exp(Rp + Rn )]/[DENOM]

U = [expC^p 3U/3ii> =

[exp(Rp

+

exp(^p - 4 -

Rn )- exp(^p -+ Rp+ Rn>][“ Tn 0 '
Rp )+Tp0©xp(^

- 4>n + R n )]

/[DENOM]2
3U/3^n= [[(-DENOM)exp(^p - 4u + RP + R n )] +
+ R p + R n) - expCRp + Rn ) ] '

[exp(^p [rpoexp(^ 3U/3^P=

+ R „ )]]/[DENOM]2

[[(DENOM)exp(^p - 4n + R P + R n)] -

[ exp (

4

p

~

4

n

Rp

Rn 1 —©Xp (Rp

+ Rn) ] ‘

[tn0exp( 4f>~ 4 + Rp) ] ]/[DENOMJ 2

Where DENOM is defined as
DENOM =Tn oexp(^P — ^ + R p ) +rp0exp(^ —
+Tn opO t Tp0n 0

+ R n)
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Table B.6 - Partial derivatives of U for radiative
recombination

U = g th[exp(^P - ^„) - 1]

3U/a^ = 0 . 0
3U/3^n= -g,h [exp (

- -/„)]

au/a^p= +gth[exp(^P -
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As it was mentioned in Section 4.1, a five point interpo
lation formula is also

used to calculate slope

point.

But this approach failed

method

used

for

the

device may

to converge for the second

obtaining spatial

explained in Section 2.9.

In

have large

step

distribution

this method,
uniform steps

the polynomial
This will
points.

a 4th degree polynomial in
has to bend to

cause negative and
Of

course,

this

that will

cause

Now, if one

these five points,

show its maxima
positive slopes

problem will

as

some regions in

interpolation points to be far from each other.
tries to fit

at the mid

and minima.
at alternate

go away

if steps

become closer to each other.
Now if Equations (B.1) and (B.2)

are used to replace all

the derivatives in Equations (2.94) through (2.96),

one can

obtain a set of three finite-difference equations as follows
S^(j-I) = Ai(j)Stf(J) + A z(j)S*„(j) + A 3(j)S*P (j) +
A«(j) + A 5 (j)S^(j+1)

(B.3)

Bi(j)S^Kj) + B z(j)S*„(j) + B 3(j)S*p(j> +
B 4 (j) + B 5 (j)M(j+1) +
&rfP Cj-1>= Ci (j)Si/( j) +

which represents

omitted since it is clear that

(B .4)

+ C a(j)5*P (j) +

C 4 (j) + C 8 (j)Stf(J+1> +
where subscript (i)

B 6 (j)S*„(j+1)

C*<j)S*P <J+1)

(B.5)

the iteration step is

all the corrections are cal

culated forthe same iteration step.

Now,

after a

tedious
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process of algebraic manipulations, Equations (B.3)

through

(B.5) can be written as
= D 11Cj)&vACj) + D 12(

+ D,»(j)S*p(J)

+ Di,(j)

(B.6)

S / n C j - D = D z ,(j)Stf(j) + D 22(j)S*!n (j) + D 23(j)S*P (j>
+ D z,(j)

(B.7)

S^P (j-1)= D 3 t (j) &</»(j) + D az(j)S*„<j) + D 33(j)&^p< j)
+ D 3 *(j)

(B.8)

where expressions for D coefficients are functions of the A,
B and C

coefficients of the previous

complete

expressions for the A,

B,

iteration

step.

The

C and D coefficients of

the above are given by Graham [10].
In summary, values of the potentials (^,
previous iteration step are used

from

to find the D coefficients

for all spatial points from point 0
is located on the right most

and ^p )

up to the point L which

side of the device.

Then from

Equations (B.6) through (B.8), one can calculate corrections
for potentials starting from point L on right and proceeding
back to the first point on the
course,

at point

left side of the device.

L the bounary conditions

give &i/(L)=5^n (L)=&^P (L)=0.0 which will
for the
tials.

are

Of

enforced to

be a starting point

process of determining the corrections

for poten
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